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OVERVIEW

Connecting rangers, cultural educators and key staff to talk about and share their Desert

two-way learning projects and journeys

Exploring what makes two-way learning programs work in the Desert and what ranger

teams and community need to support these projects

Ensuring the needs of the desert are understood and incorporated in current state and

federal government education strategies and two-way learning programs

Leadership opportunity for rangers including public speaking and meeting with partners

to talk about their local two-way learning projects.

Ranger Development Program

Workshop objectives

This report captures outcomes from a two day ranger development workshop held in Perth on

the 19th and 20th January 2021. The workshop theme was two-way learning.

Workshop format
Day 1 

Closed session for ranger teams and cultural

educators focused on connecting, sharing and

identifying what makes these programs work.

Day 2

Partners were invited to join ranger teams and

cultural educators.

Support rangers to learn and develop skills through doing local projects

Connect rangers through regional workshops and exchanges to share and learn from

each other

The Ranger Development Program (RDP) is a support program for desert-based ranger

teams that aims to:

Working with schools through two-way learning has been identified as a priority for many

Desert ranger teams and has become a focus developmental project for women rangers

participating in the RDP. This led to the co-design of a regional workshop inviting

experienced schools, rangers and cultural educators from Wiluna and Warakurna to share

their two-way learning journey.



"As we do the project, we build the skills"

NGURRARA RANGERS

Thank you to Nanna May McGuire who welcomed everyone to Whadjuk Boodjar.

DAY 1
WELCOME AND INTRODUCTIONS

Welcome to country

"Rangers are important to bring our culture to our kids"

DAISY WARD

Listening and learning from each other

Form a better connection to schools

Have the same attitude to cultural knowledge as western

knowledge

White fellas to appreciate cultural knowledge

How do we make schools safe

Improve kids attitude at school

How to use ranger program with two-way learning

Both cultures learning from each other

What do we want out of the workshop?



DAY 1
SHARING AND LEARNING

Ngurrara, Nyangumarta and Wiluna ranger teams and Ngannyatjarra Lands School representatives each

shared what they had been doing around two-way learning with their local schools and community.

Sharing the two-way learning journey

Ngurrara Rangers

Introduction to the Fitzroy Valley

schools, which schools the Ngurrara

rangers work with and the 4 different

language groups

Ranger mentoring project and focusing

on working with schools or two-way

learning as a project

Talked about school visits to the 5

different schools, talking with each

school and starting up the project

Field trip with Fitzroy High School

Cultural walk

Challenges - transport, ranger time

taken away, funding for facilitator or

organiser

Nyangumarta Rangers

School holiday program

NAIDOC week events

Ranger exchange to Karratha with

Murujuga rangers

Fortescue Ranger Forum

Challenges - to fit in with school and

school seeing what rangers do



DAY 1
SHARING AND LEARNING

Ngaanyatjarra Lands School

Explained the school structure with different campuses

Learning places outside the classroom

Sharing aboriginal knowledge and expertise

Cultural safety and responsibility for students

Yirrmangka-yirrmangka: how to make medicine in the

classroom

Aboriginal cultural standards framework and  the NLS

strategic and operational decision making

Two-way teaching and learning approach

CSIRO two-way science resources

Cross-cultural learning in schools

Matuwa is an on-country learning area

Kids work with rangers doing tracking and night

time tours 

Work with elders with some being on the school

board

Take kids out for seasonal events e.g. emu egg

time

Elders coming into the classroom regularly

Teachers come out onto country and learn too

Speak in both English and language

Bringing culture into the classroom

Proper planning and trips

Creating safety and comfort with kids

Use of TAFE to inspire kids

Wiluna rangers and school

"Two-way brings together my language and the English

language"

DAISY WARD



DAY 1

rangers as role models and leaders

non-Indigenous and Indigenous champions

teachers learning at the same time

planning makes it work

cultural awareness and safety knowledge

exchanges and learning from others

project support

junior bushrangers

rangers link school, community and scientists

flexibility from schools 

What works What doesn't work

taking away ranger work

rangers busy looking after country

not frequent enough

unsure how to link with school

need school to pace/walk with us

funding: what is available and when it can be

used

IP challenges

borrowing from ranger money

restrictive school rules/policies 

"Kids should be whole, not split. They shouldn't have

to choose"

SAM MURRAY

Whiteboard photo after workshopping what works, what doesn't work and where we need more support for two-way

learning. This was presented to partners on the second day and evolved into the diagram on page 11.



Each person around the room introduced themselves and the organisation they work for or represent.

Rangers and facilitators gave an overview of the workshop and outcomes from Day 1.

DAY 2
PARTNERS AND STAKEHOLDERS

Introductions

"Aboriginal students succeed as Aboriginal people"

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

Presentations
Department of Education

Dave Broun gave an overview of the Department's

Two-way Science Initiative as well as the Department's

Aboriginal Cultural Standards Framework.

NIAA

Jane Dewing spoke about NIAA's ongoing support of

ranger programs through Indigenous Protected Areas

funding and the support of rangers to work with

schools. 

Desert ranger teams and schools

Ngurrara, Nyangumarta and Wiluna ranger teams

and Ngannyatjarra Lands School representatives

each shared what they had been doing around

two-way learning with their local schools and

community.  This was a great leadership

opportunity especially for those nervous about

public speaking. 

Please see attached presentations.



DAY 2
PARTNERS AND STAKEHOLDERS

Organising small meetings with elders, schools, rangers and coordinators

More funding for rangers and cultural educators

Comparing timetables

Committing to planning at the start of the year

Having a two-way learning facilitator 

People to help support and be the bridge between schools and community/rangers

An organise (potentially the IDA) to help support ranger and school introductions, funding applications

and understanding what rangers want and linking those with potential partners

Rangers and cultural educators talked the partners and stakeholders through the above whiteboard picture

(page 8) including what works or successes, what makes it difficult or challenges and what rangers feel they

need to support two-way learning programs.

This included:

What rangers need

Workshopping a way forward

Planning together and visiting the school often

Splitting rangers between school visits and ranger work

Schools and ranger groups meeting and planning together (structure)

Supporting NAIDOC week with schools

Align with curriculum (e.g. bush medicine, learning about plants)

Taking kids on to country with rangers

Creating a positive and welcoming culture in school

Exchange trips to see how other schools and communities are doing it

Letting teachers know of ranger teams in the area and contacts (introductions)

Including Aboriginal Education Officers in big conversations

Better training for teachers and internships

Rangers, cultural educators and partners workshopped together to address the key challenges 

and opportunities and to explore solutions or partnership opportunities.

Ideas



TWO-WAY 
LEARNING MODEL

An outcome of the workshop was the design of a two-way learning model (see below) by

rangers and cultural educators. This was presented to the partners and stakeholders on the

second day with everyone agreeing that for two-way learning programs to work in remote

Desert schools in Western Australia there needs to be a strong connection between

community, rangers and the schools.

A big Happy Birthday to Chantelle

Murray the Ngurrara Women's ranger

coordinator and Ranger Mentoring

Project champion. Thanks for spending

your birthday in a workshop with us!

Cake time!



Thank you to the National Indigenous Australians Agency (NIAA) for supporting the Ranger Mentoring Project

WHAT NOW?

"Rangers can form the bridge between kids,

community and culture"

CHANTELLE  MURRAY

IDA to work with RDP ranger teams and determine what the next steps are

Work with Dave Broun (nominated Department contact) to partner with the two-way

science initiative

Funding for cultural educators and rangers to do cultural awareness with teachers

Look at opportunities to better support two-way learning training for teachers during

university e.g. internships

Look at the tender for Aboriginal school engagement programs

"Come to us, the Department of Education, and tell us what you need"

Next steps


